ETTORIANO
Design by
Claudio Dondoli & Marco Pocci

Description
CONCEPTION
Available both as a chair and as a bridge,
Ettoriano offers a contemporary solution which is
both discreet and comfortable.
The convinced minimalism of the Ettoriano chair
allies the finesse of its steel base with an allenveloping one-piece moulded shell.
Made from felt, it is the warmth of this very
current material which reinforces the feeling of
comfort procured by the welcoming curves of the
integral shell, designed as it is to hug the body.
In the case of the bridge, the lines of the
moulded felt shell sketch out two flared armrests
which offer excellent support to the forearms.

Technical Specifications
CONSTRUCTION
Base in chromed or sanded/textured anthracite
lacquered steel.
COMFORT
Moulded seat/back shell (+ armrests in the case
of the bridge) made from 12 mm thick grey PET
obtained by pressing together 3 layers of 10 mm
thick felt (150 g/m²). PET felt is an ecological
material which comes thanks to the recycling of
plastic bottles.
MAKING-UP
Optional seat cushion for chair and bridge.
Filled with high resilience polyurethane foam 38
kg/m3 - 3.6 kPa and 110 g/m² polyester quilting.
Cover of cushion is removable.
COVERING MATERIALS
it is possible to choose a colour for the cushion
which tones with the grey of the shell and base,
or in a contrasting colour for added dynamism.

CHAIR CHROMED METAL BASE
DIMENSIONS
H 800 mm - W 460 mm - D 550 mm - SH 460 mm -

Other sizes

chair chromed metal base

DIMENSIONS
H 800 - mm
W 460 - mm
D 550 - mm
SH 460 - mm

chair anthracite metal base

DIMENSIONS
H 800 - mm
W 460 - mm
D 550 - mm
SH 460 - mm

carver chair chromed metal base

DIMENSIONS
H 810 - mm
W 650 - mm
D 550 - mm
SH 460 - mm

carver chair anthracite metal base

DIMENSIONS
H 810 - mm
W 650 - mm
D 550 - mm
SH 460 - mm

seat pad

DIMENSIONS

pair of seat pads

DIMENSIONS
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